Monterey's  history   of   prior   violations   is   in   the   form
of   computer   print-outs  attached  as   Exhibit   B   to   MSHA's   post-
hearing  arguments.      The  print-out  detailing   Monterey's   prior
history  for   the  period  December   28,   1982   to  June   21,    1983,
lists   five  citations   for   violations   of   section   75.316.      Two
of   the   listed  violations   are   the   ones   contested   in   these
proceedings.      The  three  remaining   ones   concern   violations   issued
on  January   20,   February   1,   and  April   19,   1983.      In   each  instance,
the  print-out  reflects   that  Monterey  paid   the   "single   penalty"
assessment of   $20   for  each  of   the  violations.      I   take   note
of  the  fact  that  these   "single  penalty"   assessments  are based
on  findings   that  they  are   "non-S&S"   violations.
A  second  computer  print-out,   also   identified   as   Exhibit  B,
covers   the  period   December   28,   1980   through  December   27,   1982.
It  lists   18   prior  violations   of   section   75.316,   and   the  penalty
assessments   range   from a   low  of   $20   to   a   high   of   $275.
Three of  the  citations were   "single  penalty  assessments"  of
$20  each,   and  according  to   the  computer   "codes,"   the  remaining
penalty  assessments  were   "regular  assessments,"   as  distinguished
from assessments  related  to  injuries,   fatalities,   or  unwarrantable
failures.     Further,   all  of   the  citations  were   section   104(a)
citations,   and  did not  involve withdrawal  orders  or   imminent
dangers.     Taken  as  a whole,   the  computer  print-outs   reflect
that  for  a  period   spanning   December   28,   1930   through   June   21,   1933,
Monterey  was   assessed   for   21  violations   o£section   75.316,
six of which were  $20   "single  penalty"   "non-S&S"   assessments.
Absent  any  testimony  or documentation  as   to  the   specific
conditions or  practices  which prompted  the  prior  citations,   I
cannot conclude  that  they  involved  the   same  conditions  cited
in  these  proceedings.      Given   the   fact  that   section   75.316
is  a general  standard requiring  a  mine  operator   to  adopt a
ventilation  system,   and methane  and  dust  control  plans   approved
by  the  Secretary/   unless  MSHA produces   the  specific   citations',
as well as  the particular  plan  provisions  which may  have  been
applicable at  the  time  these  prior  citations  were   issued,
I cannot  conclude  that  they  involved a  failure  by Monterey
to  follow the  plan  provisions  dealing with ventilation  tubing
or  the maintenance  of air  velocity  at  the  level  at ; issue  in
these  cases.
On  the  facts  of  these  proceedings,   MSHA's   reliance on
the  history  of  prior  violations  to  support  a  conclusion
that Monterey  has   somehow engaged  in  a  practice  of   deliberately
flaunting  its  own  dust  and  ventilation  plans  ts   rejected.
Given  a  two  and  half  year period  of   21  violations  of   section
75.316  violations, tsix of  which were   "non-S&S"   violations,
and given  the  fact that Monterey  is  a  large mine  operator,   I
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